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About This Game

Painful physics puzzles… in a fun way (trust us)!

Nebulous is a physics-based puzzle game where you must help guide Commander Dash Johnson, a trapped astronaut, through
maze-like levels, seeking the next wormhole to his eventual freedom. Arrange the pieces of the puzzle so that when he falls,

gravity and momentum guide him safely (and probably painfully) to the end.

“This is just a chemical reaction - all in my mind. And what a fine, strong mind it is - handsome even - and more than capable of
riding out this hallucination, clearly caused by cosmic rays... Right?”

Multi-dimensional levels!

Every level has up to 5 playfields, arranged in a cube. Rotate the level and move the objects in each panel, then release
Commander Johnson and hope he makes it through to the final wormhole! Deal with unreliable gravity, trampolines, conveyor

belts, and other fun inconveniences.

"What if this isn’t all in my mind? What if… what if something is moving these objects? Or someone…”

Oculus Rift VR-o-Vision Support!

The game is designed with the Oculus Rift in mind. You can interact with the world by turning your head to select and move the
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objects in each level. If you don’t have a headset, you can also play with the mouse.

TL;DR:

Solve a plethora of brain-teasing puzzles

Use or dodge bouncy aliens, gravity machines, conveyor belts, space rocks, lasers, blocks, blocks, and more blocks (and
other stuff)

Physics-driven puzzle “fun"

Fun is in quotes to show that it’s actually really fun

Guide a powerless astronaut through an absurdly horrific limbo and relish his misfortunes as he questions his sanity in
fully voiced dialogue

Play hands-free in fabulous Oculus Rift VR-o-Vision

There’s no such thing as space madness
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Title: Nebulous
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Namazu Studios
Publisher:
Namazu Studios
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Business simulation game with much attention to detail and an RPG element thrown in. Probably kind of dry and complicated
for most (myself included) but the RPG part is interesting and the art is nice. Better then most indie games I've played,
professionally done, very original.

I play offline a lot and so my actual time played is not accurate. I have around 6-12 hrs.. This game does not work in windows 7
. It crashes constantly to the blue screen of death . No matter how low the price it is not worth it . I like the concept , the 46
minutes i've been able to play with 3 hard crashes ruin it though .. come on make it last abit longer..... Provides an additional 3
scenarios to the Edinburgh-Glasgow route.

Mainly deals with freight hauling to\/from specific locations.

I would possibly expect this loco to be integrated into other additional routes with this type of loco being fairly universal
throughout the British Isles\/UK.

Overall, decent. Can't complain.. 5x better than the Martian
10/10. super game very good nice work. There will be spoilers!

The weakest point in this game (one of them at least) is the ending. It just feels so abrupt! When writing a story with multiple
characters and you finish it, we want to know what happens to everyone after finishing it!

Like  Rook and the rest of his folks: Practically NOTHING was resolved there! The last time I saw him he was still trying to
defend the city (WHICH STILL HAS NO KING!) I wanted to know, what happened to him after all this? I've been following
him for three games now, I deserve a conclusion to his story!
That was just one of MANY missing puzzle pieces! Just a simple "and then they lived happily everafter" would do just fine.
To me, this ending just felt like "And they kicked the bad guys\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and went home, goodnight!" .
It's basically your neighborhood puppet theater - in VR!

This is a really early version of the program, more features expected later.

It seems like fun, if you like puppets. ; - )

https:\/\/youtu.be\/9etfcZFB1ew
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Redlynx Trials is one of those games which is easy to pick up but very hard to stop playing. You control a trial bike rider across
a wide variety of indoor courses, some of them truly awe-inspiring in their complexity.
You're supposed to get the rider from one end of the obstacle course to the other, but the endless faceplants, rashies, crashes and
bashes are almost as much fun as safely navigating the course. Never have broken bones been so much fun.
For added enjoyment, try playing this with a friend - you can take it in turns to see who breaks the most bones.. i would like a
refund. Very nice game for the price! Its very hard when the girls are dancing at the same time as you are trying to keep the
rytm o.0 Funny idea :D. YOU KNOW YOU WANT IT. It's OK... The ambeince is really good, but that mouse! Takes a while to
get used too, or sort out in the options.

Story is a little lacking (notes to find and read), adn loading was a little longer thatn I would have hoped. Although, it does have
a few puzzles...

I not played a great amount yet, but promising start
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